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 Some case studies treated by physiotherapists or orthopedists to measure  
the alignment of the lower extremities during a gait cycle are based on 
empirical methods of visual observation. This methodology does not guarantee 
total success, since it depends on the experience of the specialist, what can 
cause irreversible damage to patients, such as: hip displacement, wear and 
overload of the joints of a single lower limb. Although, this problem has been 
addressed in the investigation by means of devices implementation with 
sensors or methods of processing sequences of images and videos, this topic is 
still under investigation because the current methods depend on many external 
elements and data given by an expert in the area. Therefore, this paper proposes 
a partial solution to this problem by systematizing the experience of a specialist 
through a computational learning method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Gait analysis are techniques that are based on the observation of continuous patterns of movement. 
These patterns are compared with a movement pattern considered normal to determine possible pathologies. 
Normally, these movement patterns are known as gait cycles and have three different phases. The first phase 
is support and consists of supporting the heel on the ground, the second is when the person is about to take 
off the toes of the floor and, finally, the third phase is when the person lifts the foot of the ground, supports 
the other foot and starts the cycle again [1-3]. The gait analysis is complemented by a stability analysis in  
a person's bi-pedestal position, which allows determining the plantar center of pressure center (COP) and  
the patient's center of mass (COM). The objective of this analysis is to determine the change produced by  
the weight and morphology of the lower extremities, on the body balance, in order to increase the amount of 
available data obtained during a gait analysis [4, 5]. 
Although, the ways of keeping track of the results during gait analysis are done manually, to reduce 
the margin of error, techniques have been developed that systematize this process [6]. Some of them are 
based on software and implement physical sensors or processing of images and videos [7]. In the first case,  
a group of sensors is connected to a device that is normally a computer and an attempt is made to re-construct 
a signal from measurements. The results obtained are compared against a recorded signal from a patient with 
parameters considered normal or control and the deviation of the obtained signal regarding the control signal 
is analyzed to determine a possible pathology [8]. Analogously, in the analysis based on image and video 
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processing, a signal associated with the movement of the subject is reconstructed from the capture of  
a sequence of images and identification of regions of interest, and in the same way it is compared with other 
data of control [9]. 
Unlike these techniques, the studies of the COP and COM are mostly not performed with image 
processing techniques, because they do not have a resolution that allows to measure the angles of deviation of 
the extremities. Therefore, techniques based on sensors are implemented, such as the balance platforms, 
pressure sensors or scales and scales. In some of the mentioned cases there is a specialized software, which 
presents the regions of the feet and the effect of body posture on them through a color map in a graphical user 
interface [10, 11]. Gait analysis is a widely used tool during different medical examinations, since it allows 
medical specialists, orthopedists or physiotherapists to determine several groups of pathologies based on  
the variations that the walking pattern of a patient treated against a normal one. However, this type of analysis is 
usually performed empirically and depends on the experience of the person when evaluating the results to issue 
an opinion. This means that, depending on the observations made by a specialist, the results are subject to 
multiple interpretations given the variability of concepts that exists between specialists to treat a patient [12]. 
This topic has many references within the state of the art due to the large number of specialists 
working in the area [13-15]. Therefore, this paper proposes a partial solution to the problem of obtaining and 
reproducibility of the results of such analysis, by systematizing the obtaining of POP behavior through a  
bio-inspired computational learning technique, since these techniques are relatively simple to implement and 
have a low computational cost compared to other mathematical or analytical techniques or models [15, 16]. 
Recapitulating, the proposed technique incorporates a deep learning neuronal network, which was trained 
with real patient data to validate their behavior from data measured using sensors. This contribution is 
described in detail in the following sections, which are organized as follows; sections 2 and 3 present the 
general definitions and methodology used respectively, and section 4 presents the results obtained. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  
The contribution made is based on the joint operation of a WII Balance Board platform,  
an application developed entirely in PYTHON and an artificial neural network (ANN). Next, a description of 
each of the elements used is presented. 
 
2.1. WII balance board platform  
A plantar pressure platform is an element that allows a specialist to measure the plantar pressure center 
(COP) to estimate the balance of the lower extremities of the human body. In this case, a Nintendo WII balance 
board (NBB) platform was used as emulator for this type of platform and thus to determine the center of gravity 
of a group of users from the pressure exerted by the plantar region of the lower extremities [17, 18]. 
The NBB has four strain gauges (one at each end), a control circuit that allows it to link with other devices that 
implement the L2CAP protocol to transfer and receive information, this protocol that allows the sending of data 
packets directly by the link manager without the need to connect to a server, see Figure 1 [18, 19]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Platform Nintendo WII balance board (NBB) 
 
 
This protocol is versatile and establishes a point-to-point network between two devices that allows 
information through data packets, which are coded (the packet is divided into several smaller packets) into 
the transmitter and decoded into the receiver (the packages are joined together to form the original). In this 
case, the NBB forms packets of 32-bit values and before sending them, segments them into 8-bit data groups 
and the computer assembles the packet again. This segmentation allows the protocol to have a relatively high 
level of quality of service (QoS) compared to other protocols, since it facilitates the transit of large volumes 
of information by dividing a packet into small segments. 
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The NBB requires three phases prior to its operation to start in continuous operation mode.  
In the first phase, the computer must establish a point-to-point network with the NBB activating the L2CAP 
protocol and indicating to the Bluetooth terminal that the physical address of the NBB is the link device.  
In the second phase, the computer sends two sequences of integers to set a level of zero in each sensor and 
thus calibrate and adjust the NBB, considering that the elements that are on it must be removed. In the third 
phase, the computer sends a start bit to confirm the completion of the calibration routine and a command that 
initiates the continuous sending of packages with the status information of the strain gauges or sensors  
(see Algorithm 1). 
When initiating the process of continuous sending of the sensors’ information, the computer can 
estimate a value of COP using some mathematical transformations following a protocol. On the one hand,  
the developed technique decodes the information of the sensors (1) and (2) to determine the weight in kg 
detected by each gauge (x [n]). It should be added that the average of 100 data (Gn) is taken as an effective 
measure of each sensor, that is, the sum of the average of each gauge (Pt) is the total weight of the object that 
is on the platform, illustrated in (2). 
 
𝐺𝑛[𝑛] =
∑ 𝑥[𝑛]+𝑥[𝑛−1]99𝑛=1
100
   (1) 
 
𝑃𝑡 = ∑ 𝐺𝑛̅̅ ̅
4
𝑛=1         (2) 
 
On the other, a technique based on the law of universal gravitation was used to estimate the COP. 
This technique proposes to increase the load on a sensor that increases its attraction force on a particle 
(COP), therefore, having 4 sensors each one exerts a different attraction force on the particle [20]. When the 
sensors stabilize with a constant load the particle will find a relative fixed position. In this case, the force of 
attraction (3) resulting (Fn) is estimated taking into account that the mass of the particle (𝑚1) is smaller than 
the mass of any sensor (𝑚𝑛), the mass of each sensor expands according to the load present, see Figure 2 (a) 
and the distance between the masses (𝑟𝑛) is the magnitude between the centers of mass, as show in  
Figure 2 (b) [21]. 
 
𝐹𝑛 =
𝐺(𝑚1∗𝑚𝑛)
𝑟𝑛
2    (3) 
 
Algorithm 1. Initiation of the NBB 
Start Variables; 
Match devices using L2CAP (); 
Start calibration of the NBB without load (); 
If Calibration completed then 
   Activate continuous operation of the NBB (); 
While Bit of continuous operation = True do 
      X [n] = Decode received information (); 
      Gt [n] = Average (X [n]); 
      Pt = Add (Gt); 
End While 
End If 
 
 
  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2. Representation of the particles and their masses;  
(a) representation of the COP, (b) distance between the masses 
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2.2. Deep learning neuronal network 
Deep learning neural networks (DLNN) systematize large volumes of information by organizing 
complex data structures that are not achieved with an artificial neural network (ANN). In addition, DLNNs 
are versatile enough to be implemented in computers without high performance, because data structures are 
represented by quantitative mathematical models [15, 22]. The proposed application implements the DLNN 
architecture of the TENSORFLOW library of the PYTHON programming language. This architecture is like 
ANN, since input signals propagate from input to output through layers consisting of weights, thresholds, and 
multiple mathematical transformations [16, 23, 24]. An ANN in its simplest form (Figure 3 (a)) consists of; 
an input layer, an output layer and a hidden layer, which allows you to modify the weights of the hidden layer 
according to the input values and the margin of error obtained at the output. Unlike ANN, DLNN  
(Figure 3 (b)) has more than two hidden layers and many cascaded neurons to perform some transformations 
of the training data from the input layer to the output layer [16, 25, 26]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Topology of two neural networks; (a) artificial neural network, (b) neural network of deep learning 
 
 
The DLNN can be trained with different algorithms, whose main function is to estimate the weights 
of the neurons in the different layers of the network. Initially, the training algorithm assigns weights to each 
neuron with stochastic values, zeroes or ones, which is previously defined by the user. Then, an optimization 
algorithm estimates the output value of the network to adjust the weights from the error between the data 
obtained and the training data. Finally, if the execution of the training algorithm is not successful, that is,  
the margin of error between the training data and the data obtained does not converge to zero, the number of 
training cycles must be increased, or the training algorithm must be redefined. 
The configuration process of the DLNN parameters is manual, since there is no methodology for  
the selection of the parameters from the training data. Therefore, there is a great diversity of training 
algorithms, activation functions and ways to configure a DLNN. Normally, a training algorithm is a strategy 
that adjusts the weights of the network until finding a configuration that reduces the margin of error between 
the training data and the output data to approximately zero, for example, the ADAM algorithm that 
transforms the weights of network in a matrix to simplify them through interpolation and minimization of  
the factors using the descending gradient. However, the output values of each network are restricted to the 
limits established by the activation functions. These functions establish the way in which the response of 
each neuron changes and its model has a conventional form like that of mathematical functions, step, 
exponential or Gaussian [21]. The following section will structurally show the configurations used for  
the DLNN (number of neurons, optimization algorithms among other aspects), additionally the proposed 
algorithm for information processing will be described in detail. 
 
 
3. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The developed technique implements a neural network of deep learning (DLNN), which estimates 
the position of the COP using the sensor readings as input data. That is, the data from the sensors are  
the predictors and the position of the COP is the objective function. When grouping these data an array of 
10,000 instances with 6 attributes was built and the DLNN trained with 80% and validated with 20% of  
the available instances, illustrated in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Segment of the instances used in the DLNN training 
Strain Gage [kg] (Sensor Inputs)  COP [cm] (Output) 
S1 S2 S3 S4 
 Position 
X 
Position 
Y 
20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00  0.00 0.00 
25.00 15.00 10.00 10.00  -2.23 1.65 
10.23 10.30 5.00 20.00  3.49 -2.34 
0.00 0.00 0.00 25.00  -10.00 -10.00 
0.00 0.00 25.00 0.00  10.00 -10.00 
4.00 2.00 1.65 3.60  0.65 1.23 
 
 
The selection of the training and validation instances was stochastic. After completing the selection 
of the instances, their attributes were normalized, to reduce the search space of the objective function and to 
start the training process. Finally, several configurations of the DLNN were modified as the number of 
neurons, activation functions, training algorithms, among other parameters, presented on Table 2. The trained 
DLNN is exported as a class to be used in the developed application. This application and the training of  
the DLNN were carried out in a computer with operating system UBUNTU 18.04, an Intel inside TM core i3 
processor, 8 GB of RAM, a hard drive of 240 GB and a Bluetooth v3.0 system integrated in a WIFI card of 
brand intel. The operation of the application is described in detail in Algorithm 2, where the process is observed 
from the reception of the frame given by the NBB to the interpretation made by the DLNN. 
 
 
Table 2.  Three DLNN configurations implemented to determine the COP 
 Configuration 
Description DLNN 1 DLNN 2 DLNN 3 
Quantity of neurons 1000 1000 1000 
Activation function Hyperbolic tangent Sigmoid Exponential 
Algorithm to assign initial 
values to weights 
 
Zeros Random with 
uniform 
distribution 
Ones 
Number of hidden layers 100 100 100 
Optimizing algorithm Nadam Adam Adagrad 
Strategy to estimate the error Error absolute 
medium square 
Error medium 
square 
Hinge 
 
 
Algorithm 2. User application 
Function DLNN (Error margin) 
    Start variables () 
    Threshold = 1 * 10 ^ -9 
    Start DLNN () 
    Start weights of the DLNN () 
    Assign activation function to the DLNN () 
Expand hidden layers of the DLNN up to the defined amount () 
     While Threshold less than the Error margin do 
          Optimize the weights of the DLNN () 
          Estimate the margin of error 
     End While 
     Export DLNN class () 
     Run GUI () 
End DLNN 
 
Function GUI () 
Load libraries TKINTER, TENSORFLOW, MATPLOTLIB, MATH 
Load DLNN 
Start variables 
Start BLUETOOTH port 
Create reception thread from communication port  
Create sending thread from the communication port 
Start graphical interface objects 
Start NBB 
While the graphic interface is active, do 
       Check reception 
       If reception is full then 
              Decompose reception into three parts and save it in buffer 
              If buffer [0] == 0 then 
                    Battery status = buffer [1] 
                    Pushbutton state = buffer [2] 
                    Empty buffer 
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              Else if buffer [0] == 1 then 
                   Wait for the calibration routine to finish 
                   Empty buffer 
              Else if buffer [0] == 2 then 
                   S1 = buffer [1] << 8 
                   S2 = buffer [1] 
                   S3 = buffer [2] << 8 
                   S4 = buffer [2] 
                   Convert S1, S2, S3, S4 in kilograms 
                   Empty buffer 
               Else 
                   Empty buffer 
               End if 
       End if 
          S1, S2, S3, S4 = Normalize (S1, S2, S3, S4) 
          [X, Y] = DLNN (S1, S2, S3, S4) 
          Graph (S1, S2, S3, S4, X, Y) 
 
End While 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The DLNN was trained with the three configurations indicated in Table 2 and the records mentioned 
in the previous section (see Table 1). As a result, the trend graphs are presented in Figure 4 (a). which relate 
the training time and the margin of error of the DLNN in each configuration. Based on this, the configuration 
number two of the DLNN was selected for the development of the application, since it converged more 
quickly than the other two. When developing the application, the DLNN response was compared with  
the results obtained when implementing the force of attraction method, which was carried out in two ways: 
 The COP of five different people was fixed in the coordinate (0, 0) and it was verified that the sum of  
the charges in each gauge corresponds to the real weight reported by a scale are shown on Table 3. 
 Then a load change was made on the platform in real time and the response of both techniques was 
graphically compared. It is illustrated in Figure 4 (b). 
As can be seen, the attraction force method is highly reactive, i.e. it reflects the user's weight in short 
times (< 1 second). Therefore, this method was used as a validation parameter to establish which learning 
technique replicates sensor information appropriately (Table 4). This validation was carried out through the 
Wilcoxon test, in which 1000 samples measured during the operation of the application were used to 
implement each strategy by modifying the weight on the platform as in the dotted line of Figure 4 (b). 
Finally, with the error estimated with each technique, a diagram of boxes and whiskers was constructed, as 
show in Figure 5.  
 
 
  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4. Behavior of the Nintendo balance board; (a) behavior of DLNN with 3 different configurations,  
(b) behavior of the proposed technique against the method of attraction force 
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Table 3. Results obtained by modifying the load on the NBB 
Reported weight [kg]  Margin of error [%] 
Bascule Force of attraction DLNN  Force of attraction DLNN 
55 54.9 55.5  0.18 0.90 
65 66.1 65.2  1.69 0.30 
70 70.9 69.7  1.28 0.42 
78 78.4 77.7  0.51 0.38 
98 95.2 97.3  2.85 0.71 
120 ---- 120  ---- 0.00 
 
 
Table 4. Results obtained by comparing the results obtained with other methods  
and the force of attraction using the Wilcoxon test 
Combination p 
Attractive force - DLNN 1 0.88 
Attractive force - DLNN 2 0.15 
Attractive force - DLNN 3 0.10 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Box and whisker diagrams of assessed learning strategies 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
As can be seen in the graph in Figure 4 (a), DLNN performance improves significantly when  
the initial weights are configured stochastically and not with constant numbers as in the other two cases. 
Moreover, in this case, in configuration two, the algorithm of weight optimization and the way of error 
margin correction reduces the DLNN convergence time, which is advantageous because it reduces  
the computational time in the DLNN training time. As shown in Table 3 with the development of this 
application it was proved that the attraction force method does not predict COP for people with weights 
greater than 100 kg. This gives another advantage to the DLNN, since the proposed model allows to validate 
the COP of people with a weight of up to 120 kg. This weight is the maximum allowed by the WBB, because 
each strain gauge detect loads up to 30 kg. 
Finally, as can be seen in the graph in Figure 4 (b), DLNN has a waiting time to stabilize before 
predicting the COP value, which is not the case with the technique based on the law of attraction. This is 
because the law of attraction is based on a mathematical transformation whose model is much simpler to 
implement than that of DLNN. However, DLNN predicts values with a higher resolution, i.e. it can predict with 
three decimals of accuracy and the other method with only two. In addition, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 5, 
DLNN 2 presented a lower variance, a high level of coincidence versus the attraction force method, a margin of 
error close to zero, and an accurate response to sensor information versus the other techniques tested. 
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